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A dynamic control process is called optimum, i.e. the individual charac
teristics of the system are optimum, when a certain predetermined integral 
reaches its minimum value: 

1= Jf(x(t),t) dt=min. 
o 

Signal x(t) might be the weight-function of the system [w(t)], the transient 
component of the step response [v(t)], the error-signal of the control process 
[xe(t)], or when investigating the effects of the disturbance, the controlled 
characteristic [xc(t)]. From among the different integral-criterions most often 
the quadratic criterions are used, which can be applied for the investigations 
into s"winging processes too, as the compution of these is the simplest. 

The simple quadratic integral criterion often also appears in the time 
weighted, or quadratic-time weighted form. So the most often used integral 
evaluations are: 

I = \" x~ (t) dt 
iJ 
= 

1= ftx 2 (t)dt 
5 
= 

K = \' t2 x 2 (t) dt 
o 

Literary texts deal amply with the integral-criterions of linear, one
variable control systems with concentrated parameters. On the basis of the 

published, precalculated relations the integral values, when the Laplaee 
transformation form of the signal in question, resp. their constant coefficients 
are known, - can be computed. 

Howeyer, the simple quadratic integral criterions can be conceived and 
computed also by the coefficients of the Routh-scheme, used for stability 
inyestigations. The presentation of this is the paper's purpose. 
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1. Basic concepts 

If the function x(t) is the solution of the differential equation 

(n) (n-I) 

aOx,a1 x + :- a"_l.i; : a"x = 0 

with reference to the initial conditions 

(,,-1) (n-2) 

x (0), X (0), ... , .-\-(0), x(O) 

when the Laplace transformation form of function x(t) is: 

x (5) =--

[ao:l-(O) -+- a j x(O)] 5"-2 , 

(n-I) 
[(/0 X (0) --'-- ... - (['-1 x(O)] 

-".-- -'~-'-----'-~-- -

(I-I) 

(1-:2) 

It can easily be seen, that if the ini;:ial conditions of the differential 

equation are: 
(n-l) 

x(O) = 1 and x (0) = i (0) = 0 (1-3) 

then 

X(5) = Xl (S) = -'--------
aD 5" 

(1--1) 

Further if the initial conditions are: 

(ll-l) (n-2) 

X (0) = 1 and x (0) = ... = x(O) = () (1-.,)) 

then 

XiS) X;!(..;) = ail 

a
1 

5 71 - 1 -
(1-0) 

Let the trall:'ot"el' function of the control sy;:tem he 

(1- 7) 

If a unity step ;o:ignal acts upon the sy,:;tem input 

Xc (t) = l(t); X,. (5) 
I 

(1-8) 
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then the transform of the controlled characteristic is 

~ - (\ TV-() -F ( ) 
"-\.c s, = ,v S .l.." S (1-9) 

and the transformation form of the control error signal is 

X,_(s) -- XcCS) = X,.(S) TV(s)· X,.(S) = X,. (s) [1- W(s)] (1 10) 

Substituting relations (1-7), r::"p. (1-8) we obtain as a result: 

(s) = ~-lr 1 - (' ,11 -'_ n 5"-1 -'- ar: --=-=--a _ ,' ___ (1 •• j = 
..., <(}v. l<'l . . . -1 <-"1 • 

-'- a, -1 s -'- a 
(1-11) 

'which e\idently agrees with relation (1 

"\\-e can state: 

On the b,,::,i,; of the abo\e argument 

If the transfcr function of the system is (1- 7) and ,\-e examine the error

;;igllal effected hy the unity-step, then the transformed function of the signal 

agrees with n:lation (1-4) and the signal itself is thc :3olution - irnoh-ing 

the initial conditions according to (1- 3) - of a differential equation similar 

to the general equation (1-1), (-which can be concei,'cd on the hasis of relation 

X,,(5)) . 
If wc examine, ho\,;e\er, the weight-function of the system from com-

llarinc:: l'datioHS (1-6) and (1- 7). it is "iYcn. that the transform of the v·.-ei!2:ht 
..... ' '- - <-

fUllcti(,n~ i.{:. the tra!lSfel' fUll(:liull i~: 

W(s) = ( 1 1:2) 

'where -\2 (s) i~ the form in accordallce 'I-itb the initial cunditioll5 (1--')) of the 

transformed general cquatiO!l (1-:2). From rd<:tioll (1-1:2) it e .. m be seen, 

that transfer fUIlction W-(s) differ::: Gilly hy a COl!stant transfer factor from 

relation (1 6). 

The weight fUllction of the s:,.~lcm therefon' is proportional to the solu

tion, iuYoh-ing the initial conditions (1-5), of a diffcrcntial equation conceiycd 

on the basis of lC(S) and similar to genenll equatio;l (1-1). 
On the basis of the cocfficients of differential equation (1--1) ,rc can 

'ITite the Routh-scheme, used for stability inyestigations of lincar systems. 
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as follows: 

R 
_ al aZ - aO a3 

20 -
a l 

R _ Rzo Rn - RIo RZI 
30 -

R zo 

R(n-l)o 
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Roz = a j 

RI2 = a5 

Let us further introduce the folIo'wing notations, which contain a certain 
set of Routh-coefficients weighted by the initial conditions of the differential 

equation: 

Ro = 0 

RI = Roo x(O) 

Rz = Roo ;1;(0) ...;... RIO x(O) 

R3 = Roo x(O) + RIO ;1;(0) + ROl x(O) 

R4 = ROD :£(0) RIO x(O) + ROl x(O) + Rn x(O) 

R5 = RooiIJ;)(O) RIO :£(0) + ROl x(O) Rn x(O) 

2. A simple quadratic integral criterion 

The double of the integral yalue 

= 

1= \' XZ (t) dt 
o 

R02 x(O) 

can be expressed according to EFFERTZ and CRE:11ER, in the following form: 

n 1 

. R 
:2J x 2 (t) dt = -~ XZ (0) 

RIO 
o 

(2-1) 
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n=2 
= 

2 x2 (t) dt = ~ x2 (0) + _1_0 ~X(O) + X(O) j' R R [R J2 
R lO R20 RIO 

(2-2) 

o 

n=3 

= 

2 x2 (t) dt = ~X2(0) + ~ ~x(O) + x(O) + S R R [R 12 
RlO R20 RlO 

o 

RlO x(O) + X(0)]2 
R20 

(2-3) 

n=4 

. R R [R ~J2 2J x 2 (t) dt = ~ x 2 (0) + _IQ.. ~ X(O) + X(O) + 
RIO Rzo RIO 

o 

R20 l" ROD X(O) + RlO ,1:(0) 
R30 R20 R20 

-:- R30 [ROD ;:"(0) -:- RIO x(O) + l ROD + R20 ") X(O) + X(0)]2 
~o ~o ~ ~ ~ 

(2-4) 

The eyaluation becomes especially simple, if the initial conditions are 

(n-l) 

X (0) = ... = -':(0) = 0 and x(O) = 1 U-5) 

because then: 

(2-6) 

It is to be noted, that when x(O) -;- 1, then the right side has to be multiplied 
by the value of x2 (0). Substituting the initial conditions (2-5) into equation 
(1-2), we obtain relation (1-4), which implies, that with such initial condi
tions the transform of function x(t) ,,,ill be equal to the transformed function 
(1-4). If the transfer function of the systems equals relation (1-7), then 
relation (1-4) is the transformed function of the error effected by the unity 
step, therefore, the quadratic integral criterion conceived with reference to 
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the error effected by the unity step, will just equal relation (2-6), so 

On the other hand, it is 

(n-l) (/1-2) 

;t" (0) = 1 and x (0) = ... = X(O) o (2 7) 
then 

(2-8) 

Thus this mcthod of computation can he llsed for the eyaluatioll of the 
transformed function :"ignal ill the form of 

(2-9) 

As the ahoyc relatioll - hut for a constant transfer factor -- cquals 

the transformation form of the weight function 

W(s) (2-1U) 

therefore 

\lc:2(t)dl= 

Example 2.1. Let the position control "ystem according to Fig. 1 he 

giyen. The transfer functions of the opelw<1 and do~ed system are: 

A 
1-(.)) == ---- ---

s(1 -:- sTg)(l -- sTg) 

fV(s) 

Tht, lrallSfGnn of the control error is: 
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On the basis of the typical equation the coefficicnts of the Routh scheme are: 

Tm 

Fig. 1 

The (IllLHlratic Inlcgral yalue of the ~Y:3tem \I-eight fUllction 15: 

w'2(t)dt 

In the case of a lenity 5tep mput ~ignal the quu(}l":ltic integral of the :3 Y 5tem 

cOlltrol error is: 

(t) elt P I ~:211 = 
..ll:3 I I 

1 
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It is to be noted, that if the input signal is not an I(t) unity step function, i.e. 
x(O) r" 1, but some other step function, then the right side must be multiplied 
by the square of the input step function, i.e. by x2 (0). 

3. Time weighted quadratic integral criterion 

The computation of the time weighted quadratic integral value of signal 

x(t) 
= 

J = J tx2 (t) dt (3-1) 
o 

can be deduced from the computation of the simple quadratic integral value. 
In accordance with the 'well-known theses of the Laplace transformation 

and utilizing the complex convolution the time-weighted quadratic integral 
- 'when the transformed function X(s) of signal x(t) is known - can be 
computed. The utilized relations are: 

.Y[X2 (t)] = J x 2 (t) e-st dt 
o 

_2'[IX2 (t)] = I tx2 (t) dt = - lim - x2 (t) e-st dt . a f 
• s-",·o as 

o 

"where according to the Parseval-thesis 

j= 

J' x~ (t)e- st dt = ~ J'X(S) X( -s) ds 
2nJ . 

o -j= 

(3-2) 

The time ,reighted quadratic integral values of signals possessing a 
transformed function like (1- 2), plotted against the constant coefficients 
of the transformed function are published in references [2, 10]. Computing 
the integral values 'vith the aid of the Routh coefficients, "'e obtained the 
following results: 

72=1 

= 
, 1 R2 

J tX2(t)dt=--;-
4 RIO 

o 
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n=2 
= 

j~ 0 dIm RIRo tx- (t) t = - -- - -
4 R~o 2R10 R~o 

+ _1_ (' R~ -L Roo R~') 
')R~ 1 I R -
~ 10 20. 

o 

= 

Stx2 (t) dt = ~ R~ __ 1_[ R 1 R z 

4 R~o 2R~o RIO 
o 

-L R (R60 
-L ~)'I 

I 3 R2 ' R 
10 30 

(3-3) 

The evaluation becomes more simple, if we write the time 'weighted 
quadratic integral with reference to the error effected hy the unity input signal. 
In this case in sense of the transform function descrihed in (1-4): 

(3-4) 
as 

(n-l) 

X (0) ... ,1-(0) = 0 and x(O) = 1 

On the other hand, if 

(n-l) (n-2) 

X (0) = 1 and x (0) = ... = x(O) = 0 
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then the integral invoh-ing tll" 'weight function can bc computed m a more 
simple 'way, he cause 

(3-5) 

If ,re whstitutc the (3 -5) relations into (3 - 3) cquations, further taking 

relation (2 -10) into considcration, ,,-e ohtain the following simple results, 

'I-hich can he utilized for the ,,,-eight fUllction evaluation: 

n=l 

11=2 

" 11=;) 

n=4 

1 
IIH.:~ (t) dt =[ 

tic t et --- --- '1I -:- R·11I : J~ ,.:2 ( ) 1 - ~ Rou - F.' . (' RBlI R;liJ 
1 1< ' 11 T}:;2 

-~. ...t.l~jlj .L\l(J 
o 

, 1 

J tw2 (t) dt = J 
_ R,u 

R,,'I I 
D 

.l.l2,O 

(3 --6) 

Example 3.1. The position control ",:-stel1l shown in FIG. 1 is glH'Il. 
The tran~fc~l' fUIlctions all(~ thc' Routh ~chcnH' coefficients arl' identical "\\-ith 
those in f'xnIllplp 2.1. In the cast' of <.l llllity .step input sign~:l the tilllC \\-eighted 

quadratic integral of the system control enOl', considering that 

RI = T 2 R,n' 

glyeS the following result: 

2(Tm" T~ 

1

- 'T' T I 
, [Cl' -:- T r - ,-,7' T 1 -~;;-'''----- - 11 __ 

,;;'. ;/~ -~;;;- - In,a L (T;; ~ "Tm)'2 .... ~ 

T:? 
-:- ..... m 
, 

(T ;; 
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and the time 'weighted quadratic integral of the sYstem weight fUlletion on 

the basis of formula (3 - 6) is: 

\

' 0 (. - 1 
tl;;c i) elt = -, 

_ 4 
o 

TgT", 
A 

The compllt:ltioll of the square-tirr.e weighted integral yalue 

can equally he deduced froIll the computation of the ,-;imple quadratic integral. 

The utiliz(,{l ~'dations ,Hi': 

[tx(tl] 

\ t2 x~( t) elt 
(I 

j-

8 _ 
-;\.(s) cs . 

\' (tx(!)" elt 

\
' 1 \ _ _ 
x~ (t) elt = -:,..::-:- X( - s) XIs) ds. 

o __ I) 0' 

11 -j= 

The order of equation of the tran"formed function dCl'iycd dcnominator 

,,-ill he douhled ill relation to the original onc, due to the differentiation, and 

therefore, the eOlllputation of the sqm:.re-time ,,-cighted integral criterions, 

eyen for systems with yery small orders of equation, is ycry complex and 

difficult to handle. Howeyer, for the sake of complet.?ness wc can put clown 

the yalues of the first two integrals, expressed \,-jth the aid of the Routh 

coefficients: 

n=l 

j t~ x" (t) elt 

J (2 x~ \f) dt = 
o 

IRon 

4 Rfn 

RflflR"l 

Rio 

Ri 
-lRf" 

-------~---- -

R" R" ) 
10 OJ_ 

(4-2) 
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Comment: In the case of systems with higher orders of equation the 
computation by Routh coefficients of the square-time weighted integrals is 
very intricate. In the sense of the (4-1) relations they can be traced back 
to the relations in Part 1, only it must be remembered, that e.g. the computa
tion of the square-time weighted integral criterion of a third-degree system 
can be deduced from a sixth-degree common quadratic integral expression, 

where the involved Routh coefficients will, of course, have a different meaning 
than~ the Routh coefficients of the original third-degree system. The evalu
ation is simpler, if 

(,,-1) 

x(O) = 1 and x(O) = ... = ;i(O) = 0 

In this case: 

Ri = Roo, R z = RIo' R3 = Rot' ... 

On the other hand, if 

(,,-1) (,,-~) 

x(O) = 1 and x(O) = ... = x(O) = 0 

then 
and R"_I = ... = R] = 0 

Therefore, the square-time weighted integrals involving the weight function are: 

n=1 

n=2 f 1 R ( R020 R~O)1 
t2 w2 (t) dt = - ~...L R 

4 R 3 ' 00 R3 
'10 10 

o 

as with a second order system ROl R20• 

Example 4.1. Compute the square-time weighted integral of the error 
function involving a unity step input signal of the tracking control system 
shown in Fig. 2, when the transfer functions are: 

A 
y(8)=----

(1 + sT m) 8 

4. 
W(8) = ---~---

Tm S2 + s...L A 

x (8) = . 8 1 
e T 0 I I.t 

m 5- T 8 T "'1. 
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The Routh-coefficients of the system are: 

Roo = Rm 
RlO = 1 
R~o = A 

The required relation on the basis of expression (4-2) IS: 

. T~ (1 1 1 - ---- ---- - ---
, 2 2A3 A2 

Fig. 2 
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Example ·1.2. Compute the square-time weighted integral of the 'weight 
function of the system sho'wn in Fig. 2. 

\' t2 H·2 (t) dt 
5 

The required integral on the basis of relation (-±--±) is: 

Jt2 w
2 (t) dt = ~ A -;- Tm (T~l A~ -'- ,lA -_L~2) 

o 

Summary 

The paper preEel1tE the computation of simple quadratic integrals, often used for the 
optimation of systems, "ith the aid of Routh coefficients. It introduces particularly the com
putations of the common, the time-weighted and the square-time weighted simple quadratic 
integrals. At the end of the sections applications are shown by simple examples. 

6 Pcriodica Polytechnica El. Xj::'. 
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